
Physics. - On the Course of the Melting~Point Line of Helium at 
Verg Low Temperatures. By Dr. J. J. VAN LAAR. (Communicated 
by Prof. H. A. LORENTZ.) 

(Communieated at the meeting of January 29, 1927). 

I. In the very important paper by Prof. KEESOM on Solid Helium in 
Volume 29 (1926) of these Proceedings th ere occurs a sentence on p. 1143 
(an adder in the grass). in which - on the streng th of the course of 
the melting~point line down to about 10 absolute. found experimentally 

(see Fig. 2 on p. 1142) - it was suggested that (~~) coëx.should approach O. 

when T approaches O. And this would involve that the melting heat 
Q would approach 0 according to a higher power of T than T(V2-VI)' 
which would be in conformity to.. .. N ERNST' s theorem of heat! 

I cannot accept this. 
No theorem whatever. neither that of NERNST nor any other theorem 

decrees or can decree (I am sorry I shall have to disillusion Prof. KEESOM 
on this point), that in CLAPEYRON's equation 

(1) 

the melting heat Q = E2-EI (the index 2 refers everywhere to the 
liquid, and 1 to the solid phase) would have to approach T n 

at T = O. 
No more than the heat of evaporation or the heat of sublimation. 

NERNST's theorem (would it not be better to speak of DEBIJE's P~law 
at very low temperatures for the Energy of solid substances, for so far 
as it depends on the temperature?) says that according to the equation 
of state valid then. viz. I) 

+ a _ i/v + PT~ 
p 02- v-b . (2) 

the quantity (~~) u will approach 0 in one single phase (i.e. the solid 

phase) 2). but not that for reason this would be the case with ( :) c~x. 

I) Compare These Proc. 29, p. 509 (1926), i/ u refers to the (statie) repulsive forces 
of the lattiee, 

2) This is also to be brought in Connection with the known relation (dv) = (dp ) : _ (dp) • dt p dt u dv t 

In consequence of whieh the coefficient of expansion ~ (dv) approaches to 0 at T = O. 
v dt p 

because the coefficient of compressibility ~ (dv) remains finite throughout. 
v dp t 
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[That nevertheless with solid-vapour or liquid-vapour (~) c~.proaches 
to 0 at T = O. has also nothing whatever to do with the theo;em of heat. 

but is only owing to this that in (~~) = f:v the vapour volume V3 
coex. 3 

(vlor V2 may be neglected by the side of V3 at low temperatures) then 
approaches co more strongly than T approaches O. For with PV3 = RT 

follows J.- (~~) = R;'2' hence (supposing L at these low temperatures 
p / coex. 

independent of T) log p = - R~ + C. p = Cl e -L/ RT. so that V3 becomes 

=RT:p=C"TeL/RT. in which L (the heat of sublimation or evapora
tion) remains Snite throughout]. 

And the same thing applies to the melting heat Q. which can become 
= O. but not only at T = 0 (cf. § 3). For this quantity is not only de ter
mined by the difference of the thermic Energies. as NERNST and others 
believe. but also by the much more important difference of the potential 
Energies. The latter is of ten overlooked. I) 

11. The shape oE the melting-point line in the neighbourhood of 
T=O. 

The difference of the potential energies just mentioned is never = O. 
unless the liquid and the solid state should be identical. but then there 
are of course not two coexisting phases. The truth on this point is. th at 
it only appears from theexperimental data that at about 10 abs. p 
passes through a minimum. wh ere Q =0. But at T=O Q will become 
= aT log T (as we shall see in § 3). so that (we henceforth omit the 

indication coex. with dP) 
dt 

(
dP) _ Qo - _ 00 

dt T=O T(V2-VI)-

(see Fig. 1 A). since at T= 0 V2-VI (at Snite pressure) either remains 
Snite. or (accidentally) might also be = O. 

For all other substances the melting-point line will intersect the vapour 
line. so that the ordinary course of Fig. 1 a will be obtained. with a 
triple-point at D. but · in Helium no intersection takes place (in conse
quence of the circumstances set forth in my preceding Paper). 

[At very high pressures V2 will more and more approach to VI' hence 

d
dp - T (Q ) will approach to 00. because at ordinary and higher tem-

t V2-VI 

I) See with regard to the use of these shortened formulae by NERNST and others some 
examples in my Paper in These Proc. 27. p. 897-913. especially § 7: A thermodynamic 
sophism (p. 911-913). 
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peratures Q is finite positive. which consequently - if Tremains fini te -
gives an asymtotic course to the vertical line Tlirn.• in which Tlirn . can 
be greater or smaller than the critical temperature]. 

A " I'. / " 
-':..+~.-

}1 

I 
I :r 

We will point out here. that in the case V2 < VI. which sometimes 
occurs (the liquid density greater than that of the solid substance). the 

A 

index 2 refers to 
solid Helium: 

course of the melting-point line will be just 
the reverse. f. i. as drawn in Fig. 2. Then 

(ddP) is = + 00. and there will occur a 
t T=O 

maximum at M. It is self-evident. that in 
th is case the melting-point line always 
intersects the vapour line. 

The shape of the melting-point line in this 
latter case was fully described and derived 
by me in a series of 7 papers already more 
than 17 years ago I). 

111. The course of the melting heat Q. 
At lower temperatures the following .equa

tion can eVidently be written for this (the 
the liquid). when Eo is the zero-point energy of the 

Q=E2-E\=(k2T-Eo-f)\P) + (A2-A\) + (P2-P d +P(V2-V\) • . (3) 

\) .. On the Solid State" . Cf. III. and IV. These Proc. of June 1909. p. 133 (Fig. 6 of the 
Plate). Also Arch. Néerl. (2) 15. p, 1-56 (1910) (Plate III. Fig. 6); also Chemisch Weekbl. 
1910. NO. 50, p. 1-28 (Fig. 3) and 1912. NO. 37. p.744-755 (Fig. 2). With regard to the 
ordinary case 02 > 0\, I at lirst assumed critical endpoints on the strength of the now 
abandoned association theory. which seems now rather improbable to me. 
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in which the difference of the potential energies of the attractive forces. 

viz. A 2-AI• is evidently = al - a2 . Further the difference P2 - Plof 
VI V2 

the potential energies of the statie repulsive forces will be = 0 - PI. 
since this quantity does not exist in the liquid state. For th ere the 
molecules are not confined to definite positions of equilibrium. For 

00 

PI = J~i/v b dv we find I) a somewhat complicated expression. which 

of course disappears at V = 00. and attains its greatest value. viz. + 00 • 

at v = Voo (p = (0). Also k2. the specific heat at (infinitely great) con~ 
stant volume of the liquid helium. remains (inite in the neighbourhood 
of T = O. but - in consequence of the decrease of a at decrease of the 
temperature 2) _ it is smaller than 3 at higher temperatures. For we 
have seen in our preceding paper on Helium. that in the case of liquid 
Helium no degradation of the Energy appears down to the lowest 
temperatures - in opposition to what many investigators suppose -
so that the RT~law remains valid th ere. All the abnormal phenomena 
found for Helium can be accounted for by the dependence on the tem~ 
perature of a and b. 

If we now neglect 8 1 TI by the si de of k2 T. we get: 

Q=k2T+(~- a2)_(PI + Eo) +P(V2-VI)' 
VI V2 

for which we may write at very low temperatures: 

Q = ko T - C + p (V2-VI)' . 

since (~- a2
) - (PI + Eo) will vary very little with the temperature 3

). 
VI V2 

as the volumes remain almost constant; ko having been written for the 
limiting value of the specific heat at low temperatures. 

Wh en at the melting equilibrium the thermodynamic potentials of the 
two phases are put equal. it follows from EI-TSI =E2-TS2. that 
Q = E 2-EI must also be = T(S2-SI)' 

-4 
Now S2 = k210g T +R log (V2-b2) + (S2)O' whileSI =3 A P. If V2-b2 = 

= RT: (p + ajv22) = RT: a/ 022 is written. we get the following equation: 

Q=T[k2+R)logT+R1ogR-R1oga/022+(S2)o- ~ AP J 
I) Cf. These Proc. 29, NO. oi, p. 502 (1926), Footnote 1. The quantity i. is the same 

as that which occurs in the equation of state (2), 
2) These Proc. 29 NO. 10, p. 1303-133oi. 
3) As a is a function of the temperature. and according to our preceding paper 

a a-Ta' 
= ao + "T - ïT2, in the expression for the Energy - must be replaced by --= 

o 0 

= aO + ., T2, which will differ little from aO in the neighbourhood of T = 0 (a' = (da) ) . 
o ~ &v 
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for which at very low temperatures may be written. neglecting the term 
with T3: 

Q = T [ (ko + R) log T + C '] .. 

when ko is the limiting value of the specific heat of the liquid Helium 
at T=O. 

From this it is c1early seen. that at T=O Q indeed approaches to 

T (ko+R) log T. i.e. to 0 X - 00 = O. but ~ to (ko + R) log T= - 00. so 

dp . 
that also dt wIll approach - 00 (see Fig. 1). and not to O. as KEESOM 

assumes. At about 10 abs. Q is again = O. because then (ko + R) log T 

is = - C'; but now also ~ is = O. hence ~~ = O. which has been found 

experimentally by KEESOM. At still higher values of T both Q and 

~~ become positive. 

The same thing follows. of course. also from (3"). when the course of 
pand of Q according to (3 b) is taken into consideration. But it is bet ter 
to use the equation (3a) for the calculation of the vapour pressure at 
low temperatures. From 

follows at T = O. wh en Q = O. that Po = C : (V2 - vd. Inversely the 

quantity C= (al - a2
)_ (PI+Eo) at T=O might be calculated frompo 

VI V2 

and V2-VI' 

If. as is of ten done. the potential energies has been neglected. C would 
have become = - Eo. and in contradiction to observation. the limiting 
pressure Po would have become negative at T = 0 ! 

We see accordingly that here the theorem of heat (or rather the 
T1~law of DEBIJE) does not play any essential part. and that the facto 

that ~~ becomes 0 at ± 1 ° abs.. by no means involves that ~~ would 

also have to disappear at T = O. which - we already pointed this out 
in § 1 - is not required by any theorem. If Prof. KEESOM should 
succeed in descending to still lower temperatures. he will very probably 
be able to ob serve af ter the minimum at 1 °.2 abs. a change of the 

sign of ~~ in the melting point line (from M to A). This would at the 

same time be an interesting confirmation of my theory. 1) 

Tavel sur Clarens. Suisse. Dec. 2. 1926. 

1) Cf. a later Article in a following number of these Proc. 1927, where the whole 
problem is treated in a more ample way. 




